“She completely twisted the body language”: Pandemic, parody, politics, and comedy in the era of coronavirus


INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of the infectious coronavirus disease known as COVID-19 has grown into a global pandemic. Consequently, a public health emergency was declared on January 30 (WHO, 2020). The virus has affected more than 200 countries resulting in over four million cases and close to 300,000 deaths worldwide to date (WHO, n.d.). Political leaders around the world have used daily press briefings to provide coronavirus updates to the public. This article explores how two female comedians have created parodies from comments made during press briefings of President Trump of the United States and Governor Cuomo of New York State to the delight and entertainment of some people and the disgruntlement of others. This article further examines how Twitter users interacted humorously and, to an extent, politically to these parodies.

At one of his coronavirus press briefings, the President of the United States spoke about exploring the potential of injecting disinfectant and light into the body as possible cures for the coronavirus disease (MSNBC, 2020; NBC Politics, 2020). Although, in a later statement, the President said his comments had been made sarcastically (Dale, 2020; Timm, 2020), whether they were meant as sarcasm or not, they generated new conflicts and fuelled existing political tensions, such as providing a basis for political opponents to call out the President’s handling of the pandemic, with House speaker Pelosi suggesting on Twitter that the President’s comments reflect his and his administration’s thoughts about science. Her tweet reads, “the situation we are in today is a result of Republicans’ rejection of science and their duty to govern” (Pelosi, 2020). Also, the former Vice-President of the United States and the Democrat’s leading presidential candidate tweeted “I can’t believe I have to say this, but please don’t drink bleach” (Biden, 2020). This comment made by President Trump’s main political opponent in the November 2020 presidential election has already gathered more than 1.5 million likes on Twitter to date. Also, as a result of the President’s musings about disinfectants, producers of disinfectants and public health officials have spoken out against ingesting cleaning products and the harm in those suggestions (Valinski, 2020; Reuters, 2020).

Consequently, #disinfectant became a Twitter trend, generating a lot of news, debates, conflicts, and comic relief. The consequences of the pandemic lockdown include an increase in the use of social media platforms such as Twitter and TikTok, a video-sharing app. Since the lockdown, TikTok has become a popular platform through which videos are being shared on other social media networks such as Twitter, creating new celebrities amid the pandemic. Also, there is an increase in the number of users who see the videos as a viable means to keep busy and stay sane in an environment filled with unease and concern (Kale, 2020; Bhatt, 2020). Two female comedians have used the contents from President Trump’s and Governor Cuomo’s daily briefings on coronavirus for humour skits created with the TikTok app. The pandemic-related comedies created by Sarah Cooper, who describes herself on her Twitter account as a writer, comedian, and author based in Brooklyn NY, and Maria DeCotis, another New York-based comedian, have been retweeted by thousands of people. The parodies by these two comedians have produced many comments from those who find the videos entertaining and emotionally fulfilling and a few from those who do not see the humour in them. For example, Sarah Cooper’s TikTok video posted on Twitter which she tagged How to medical has already gathered more than 16 million views, with over 400,000 likes and 16,000 comments, as well as more than 140 retweets. These incidents show how comedy is becoming viral through social media (Jones, 2019). The coronavirus pandemic has had many life-changing impacts on people, on comedy and humour, and also on those interacting with skits produced during this period.

Parody, Culture, and Politics

Apart from their role as entertainment, comedy and humour have been used as a dissident tactic against oppression (Cheurfa, 2019), a call for action, and a means to persuasively disseminate information to the public, (Becker & Bode, 2017;
Jennings, Bramlett, & Warner, 2019). Studies show that comedy has become an important means of learning, made more valuable and persuasive when it is processed effortlessly (Jennings et al., 2019). Their use as a strategy for discussing social and political issues does not take away from the therapeutic value of comedy and humour in that they provide a sense of belonging and connection, thus serving as a form of cultural intervention for individuals within a social group (MacRury, 2012). Another advantage of comic relief is the positive element of producing laughter, which can improve physical and mental well-being, such as promoting healthy aging (Berk, 2015).

Political satire can be entertaining, educational, and a persuasive method to move the public into action (Becker & Bode, 2017). As a form of political humour, parody can serve different functions: it can be an important feature that supports and nourishes public culture in a democratic environment, it evokes laughter through the images projected, and it can demonstrate the limitations in communication and speech (Harriman, 2008). However, as a source of awareness creation or entertainment, the impact of political comedy and humour varies (Becker & Bode, 2017; Jennings et al., 2019). Its influence will depend on how people view and utilize political comedy—only those who value political comedy will be affected by the content, either as entertainment or information, while those who do not are unlikely to learn from or be persuaded by the content (Jennings et al., 2019).

Another unique feature of parody is that, as an imitation of or “take off” on an original work or character, it often goes on to create an entirely new work (Posner, 1992, p. 68). In the case of Cooper and DeCotis, parody allows them to bring in their own creativity through their facial and body interpretations of the original character(s) and the use of accessories. For these female comedians, “there is both a taking from … and an injection of creativity, large or small” (Posner, 1992, p. 68). In effect, parody makes a joke of what the original character said, showing how speech can reproduce itself in ways not originally intended, which may include the use of add-ons such as exaggerated facial expressions (Harriman, 2008).

Original vs Add-Ons and Response(s)
In at least three of her skits posted on Twitter, Maria DeCotis gives Sarah Cooper credit for the inspiration of her parodies of Governor Cuomo (DeCotis, 2020d), lip-synced to coronavirus press briefing speeches of Cuomo, and her videos have garnered support from the Twitter community including tweets and retweets from other comedians and actors (Ehrlich, 2020). In her May 1, 2020, video, titled @NYGovCuomo talking about his daughter’s boyfriend, DeCotis dressed as Governor Cuomo, accessorized her parody with a knife and a bottle of wine, and also acted out the characters of the governor’s daughter and the daughter’s boyfriend (DeCotis, 2020a). In another video, Breaking News: Governor Cuomo learns communication skills from daughter Mariah, DeCotis also played the characters of both Cuomo and his daughter Mariah (DeCotis, 2020b). Yet again in Breaking News: Governor Cuomo talks about his daughter Michaela’s adult life, her additional accessories and characters include the daughter, the boyfriend, and Cuomo smoking, eating, and flinging cigarettes (DeCotis, 2020c). Likewise, in her parodies of President Trump, Sarah Cooper’s accessories include a lamp, a supposedly disinfectant bottle, and a writing board, and her parody also includes misspelling hydroxychloroquine and sniffing a marker (Cooper, 2020). In all these parodies, the words uttered by Cuomo and Trump were not altered by Cooper and DeCotis in any way.

Sarah Cooper’s most popular video on Twitter to date is the one tagged How to medical which has received more than 16 million views thus far. Cooper’s facial expressions have incited laughter and criticism against the President. The viral impact of this parody validates the view that comedy as a means of entertainment and sharing information with the public is made more effective by the use of social media (Jones, 2019; Jennings et al., 2019). Through her body and facial expressions, Cooper creates entertainment, but the absurdity of some of the President’s speech is also made more obvious in Cooper’s parodies (Cooper, 2020a, 2020b). This also supports the argument that parodies can expose the limitations of speech (Harriman, 2008). Cooper’s parody of Trump titled How to more cases than anybody in the world was posted on Twitter on May 14 and already has more than 8 million views. In this TikTok video, Cooper lip-syncs to President Trump’s argument for why the United States has more coronavirus cases, with the obvious inferred conclusion being that the U.S. has more cases because they do more testing (Cooper, 2020b). Some tweets lauded Cooper’s creative addition to the video, for example one person tweeted “I cannot believe I had to scroll this far down to find a comment about the pen sniff. Comedic gold” (Tampson, 2020), and another person tweeted “the misspelled hydroxychloroquine is a nice touch” (Paul, 2020).

The majority of responses to this video complimented Sarah Cooper. Michael DeCrow tweeted “Sarah, you are pure genius. Your clips are one of the things that I actually look forward to seeing on Twitter. Thank you for these hilarious clips. Super well done” (DeCrow, 2020). Others, however, tweeted that the President’s words were taken out of context—for example, The Boss tweeted: “You guys twist his speech. What he meant is, other countries like INDIA are not showing more cases and fatalities, since they are not doing more testing, which is correct.” (The Boss, 2020a)

The irony here is that this form of comedy is unique in that the comedians are neither twisting or changing the comments of President Trump and Governor Cuomo—their only addition is in their creative use of accessories and their body and facial expressions, as, in this case, marker sniffing, misspelling, and exaggerated facial expression to add context. To people who noted that these were the President’s exact words, The Boss responded:

Okay, for those who are asking, this is a recorded speech and how can some one twist it, I don’t deny that it’s a recorded speech. But, please be educated that human brain interprets a speech, both by the spoken language and the body language. She completely twisted the body language. (The Boss, 2020b).

While this statement might seem absurd, it raises questions regarding content and understanding, that is, what was intended, what was implied, and what was interpreted. These tweets show that the impact of parodies will vary depending on the value viewers place on them (Jennings et al., 2019). Apart from showing the barriers in communication, parodying
politicians can also confirm people’s opinions about them, particularly when they disagree with or consider the subject/character irrelevant and illogical, for example, Peter Binney tweeted “You’re awesomely funny. I could watch your videos on a loop and laugh for hours. Unfortunately, the parodies demonstrate just how bizarre and ignorant this President is. Thanks for what you do!” (Binney, 2020).

These images in parody also evoke other sentiments, such as the questioning of the appropriateness of such humour—which I will call Paro-com appropriateness—which also begs the question, is there an appropriate time or environment for laughter? As one person’s tweet seems to imply, a pandemic outbreak is not the time: “There is no time for making people laugh I think you are just wasting your time! This virus is a big thing don’t make fun of it it just makes fun of you” (Abidat, 2020). Again, the answer to the question of appropriateness depends on who is viewing and the interpretation they give to the videos. As with the parodies of Trump made by Sarah Cooper, some tweets show that people are finding the comments by Cuomo during his press briefings incredulous. Here are some of the tweets:

“wait, did he really say this!!!” (AbuSalayman, 2020)

“I would not have believed this except I saw the news conference where Governor Cuomo actually said these things. And I was thinking, what?” (Parquet, 2020)

The majority of the tweets, however, appreciate the subject and the humour in the videos (Halliday, 2020; Haley, 2020). Many find the videos of Governor Cuomo entertaining as well as emotionally uplifting:

“…His government used funds that should have purchased ventilators and PPE but did not. Federal governments taxpayer money had to bail out his state! Shameful!” (Anderson, 2020)

“As has been argued, parody can depict the limitations of communication and speech (Harriman, 2008). It also offers an opportunity for comedians to relay original messages into which they inject their own ideas (Posner, 1992). In other words, it offers a means for comedians to share their own perspectives on issues. Sarah Cooper, for instance, takes a humorous stance on political issues, she injects her creativity into her videos to expose the limitations and highlight the absurdity of the President’s arguments and speeches (Noor, 2020; Hunt, 2020). Cooper makes this stance more explicit in her own words “I look at it as taking off the emperor’s clothes” (Hunt, 2020, para. 4). Lip-syncing political leaders also provides an opportunity to share her political perspectives and those of others. For example, in her interview with The Guardian, Cooper mentioned people’s great dislike for the President, also stating, “I feel like we have been gaslighted for years, been told it is totally normal for a president to say things like this. It is a very validating thing to see something remind you that, no, this is actually ridiculous and we can all agree on that” (Noor, 2020, para. 11). And some agree with Cooper’s opinion, as some tweets seem to express (Flanagan, 2020; Melissa, 2020; Brevity, 2020).

Maria DeCotis states that her aim in making these parodies is to keep people entertained during this coronavirus outbreak, and one way she can do that is through humanizing Governor Cuomo—showing the hilarity in his speeches—but in doing this, she has also found a personal gain, an internal vigour, and liveliness (Hunt, 2020). DeCotis humanizes Governor Cuomo by parodying his coronavirus press briefing speeches, particularly the ones about his daughters, their tendency to criticize and disagree with him, which includes highlighting his flawed communication skills. While providing entertainment through parodying Governor Cuomo, DeCotis hopes to stay away from delving into politics, “I’m not really commenting on his politics. Its more this human moment he had in this international crisis” (Hunt, 2020, para. 17). But given the current global health crises and the present political climate in the United States (being an election year), can comedians and their craft afford to be free from politics? Some tweets reveal that, contrary to her intentions, her videos cannot remain free from political inferences and allegations:

“The facts are he cut medicaid in his state during a pandemic. He’s a clown who deserves to lose his job.” (Nate, 2020)

“I knew he was a smart man! Could we get him to run for president, he is the only person who has shown the slightest amount of intelligence in this country SINCE JFK!” (positive thinking, 2020)

The popularity of the parodies created by Sarah Cooper and Maria DeCotis demonstrates that, in times of relative peace and during a global pandemic, indeed “…people still need to laugh” as DeCotis opines (Hunt, 2020, para. 18). But it also suggests that people would always interpret the content of a comedy according to their affinity with the mode of dissemination (Jennings et al., 2019). In this case, the interpretation is that comedy and humour will always have some political inferences. This argument is made more potent during this global health crisis and the fact that it is an election year in the United States.

CONCLUSION

As outlined earlier in this article, some studies have demonstrated the many roles that comedy and humour play in everyday life, such as being a tool to create mental health awareness (Wright, Twardzicki, Gomez, & Henderson, 2014).
In other circumstances, people have utilized humour as a tool of resilience in times of grief (Cheurfa, 2019).

One unique feature of the parodies discussed in this article is that they are usually very short. It falls on the comedians to pack a lot of context into these videos through their creative accessories, body language, and facial expressions. Despite the length, many people find these videos very entertaining, informative, and easy to relate to, for example:

“In all seriousness, watching @MariaDeCotis@ sarahcpr videos are somehow more informative/entertaining than the actual press briefings. Thank you for helping us get through these tough times...” (marse, 2020).

Clearly, comedians are in a position to use their medium to raise awareness about social and political issues, and even if comedians do not explicitly delve into political discourse, political views are injected through public interactions with their contents. Consequently, even if the aim of comedy and humour is laughter or entertainment, it can also have political connotations. Furthermore, comedians have the power to decide on parro-com appropriateness, as political validity is in the power to choose; the process of deciding the content of what comedy skits to produce comes from a particular position (social or political). This article suggests that despite the many benefits, comedy and humour cannot stay free of politics, even when the aim of creating comedy skits is not always political for some comedians. To put it another way, the popular understanding is that research is political because of the researcher’s interest; the argument here is that comedy and humour skits are equally political because of the comedian’s interests, as interests determine the choice of character and influence the themes produced.
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